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Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Neal, Route
3, Princeton, were awarded the
Kiwanis Club's first prize for
distinguished service and Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Mitchell, also
of Princeton, Route 3, won second prize, for outstanding service, in the club's annual con-
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Unit Replaces War Board
To Coordinate Agricultural Work

Sentiment Is 99 To 12 In Favor Of New
District; Leading Citizens Hail Move As Of
Great Benefit To Community
.Caldwell county landowners put this county in the front
rank of those in Kentucky which are moving progressively
tOward a more abundant life on the farm when they voted
99 0.12 Saturday in favor of establishment of a Soil Conservation District in all that part of the county not already
braced in the Tradewat,er Soil Conservation unit, was
the concensus of leading farmers this week.
I W. P. Oldham and Porter
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"Because some singers
were not carrying their parts
properly, we discovered the
fire in the basement and got
it Out quickly," a. member
of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church choir said Tuesday. The blaze was located
in the basement about 8:45
o'clock while the choir was
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and extinguished by him,
Tom Amoss, Harry Long and
Porter Hopper. Minor damage resulted to a door and
wall in the basement.
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History Repeats Itself
This Post-War Christmas
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Pennyrile Postscripts

As Christmas Comes Again
Santa Claus is coming to town!
And children, who do not grieve about
yesterday and its horrors of war, having
their interests in today and tomorrow,
bring joy to adults in their happy anticipation of the annual visit of Good Saint
Nick.
Nearly 600 of Caldwell county's men
who served to save our Nation and our
Allies have come back home, many of
them to share Yuletide joys in the bosoms of their families for the first time
in four long years.
So let the cynic who knows the price
of everything and the value of nothing
take a back seat . . . making way for
Santa's coming and the uninhibited joy

he will bring to little ones here and
throughout this favored land.
There are few more beautiful sights on
Earth than adults behold when children
dance and shout around the Christmas
Tree. And hearts are light for days before and afterward, in anticipation and
in retrospect.
"He is happiest, be he king or peasant,
who finds peace in his home." And, altho
we cannot forget that millions in other
lands are homeless, hungry and sorely
afflicted this Yuletide, because of man's
inhumanity to man, in our own homes
there is again the peace which passeth
understanding as Christmas comes again.

More Revenue At Local Sources
Needed For Kentucky Schools
On our desk as this is written is a chart
prepared by able and efficient John W.
Brooker, director of public relations for
the Kentucky Educational Association.
The chart shows assessed valuation of property subject to school taxation in 24 selected county school districts, and in
another 24 selected independent school
districts. The figures are very enlightening.
Snch great disparities exist between
school districts in Kentucky, in assessed
values of property subject to such taxation, as to show vividly why, no matter
what the State school per capita is, Kentucky continues to rank near the bottom
of the list of states in education.
No sane person doubts that we get
about what we pay for; and most Kentucky counties simply are not paying
enough for the education of their rural
youth to provide good enough facilities.
Another table, furnished by Supt. Edw.
F. Blackburn, giving figures derived from
the U. S. Office of Education, the U. S.
Bureau of the Census and the U. S. Bureau of Current Business, provides striking data upon the relationship between
a state's investment in education and its
per capita output of industries, retail
sales and income.
Figures for four states, including
Kentucky, and the U. S. average are given
as follows: For education, Kentucky, $57;
Missouri, $97; U. S. $110; Ohio, $117,
and Nevada, $150. Now look at the industrial output, per capita, including farming
and mining, of the same states: Kentucky, $161; Missouri, $232; U. S., $227;
Ohio, $444; Nevada, $454.
Per capita retail sales for the same
states: Kentucky, $185; Missouri, $292;
U. S. $322; Ohio, $355; Nevada, $572.
The per capita income, same states:
Kentucky, $609; Missouri, $896; U. S.
$1031; Ohio, $1204; Nevada, $1397.
Thus it is noted that as the expenditure or education rises, so does the return on the investment.
The proof of this extends as far as investigation has gone. In Mexico, where
natural resources are great, educational
expenditures low . .. income is low. In
New Zeland, resources are good, education
is high and income is very high. In
Norway, resources are Door, education is
good and income is high.
When money is spent for education, the
cash return is great . .. out of all proportion with returns from any other inirestment we know of. The proof is far
reaching and abundant.
Mr. Brooker's chart shows that in
Woodford county, a school district has
$10,718 to be taxed for each child on the
school census. Therefore, if a school tax
rate of $1 on each $100 assessed valua-
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General, which
Attorney
of
office
weeklast
eye
-colored
ful, multi
the lightning hit
end ... and a unique story that he won when
Co.... and, just
beat the door-knob-in-the-dark Judge Willis &
d addicts of
alibi all hollow. Tom said he between us benighte
wouldn't surprise
it
column,
a
this
was
thought
he
what
plucked
if he isn't campiece of rope out of the coal pile your reporter
now for Goverat the Capitol and put it in a paigning right
... may the Lord help and
coal bucket. Later, he dropped nor.
a hot clinker on this ... and it forgive him!
* * *
exploded. It was part of a dyGuy A. Huguelet,
now
Comes
got
Tom
namite cap fuze ... and
member of the new U. K. Athoff lucky.
letic Board and classmate of
* * *
the Lexington
Jimmy Lisanby, all dressed up mine, advising
kick in plenty
to
Club
Rotary
AcadMilitary
in his Columbia
"football team
a
get
to
cash
of
Christemy regalia and home for
will beat Tennessee and
mas, resumed a role he loves at that
Alabama every year."
the Tigers' basketball game Fri* * *
the
in
drummer
as
...
day night
Huguelet is OK in
Brer
Now
conband. Jimmy was receiving
means mighty
gratulations upon his appoint- our book and
from down here
ment to the U. S. Naval Acad- well . . . but
in the Pennyrile, it seems his
emy, Annapolis.
vision is, like that of all our
* * *
other Blue Grass buddies, a litWooldridge, foxhound
Sam
tle on the narrow side. Of course
lover and breeder de luxe and his talk was all right for Lexingresiwidely known Blue Grass
ton listeners. What's needed is
dent, died Friday of injuries re- to get alumni of Mr. Huguelet's
ceived in a car crash near Win- standing in his community to
chester. I knew him 25 years ago do personal selling jobs in all
when his interest seemed about Kentucky's towns and counties.
equally divided between the
* * *
pretty B. G. belles and the huntThe University's public relaing pack. He crowded a lot of tions are not being handled well
good living into his 65 years.
nor is the job of selling the
* * *
athletic rehabilitation there be"A guest towel," said Eldon ing promoted efficiently. The
Dummitt speaking at the Kiw- new Athletic Board itself is
anis dinner last week, is a small lopsided with professors and
piece of cloth entirely surround- Central Kentuckians and . . .
ed by embroidery".
as far as we know of, nothing is
* * *
being done at Ashland, CovingWhich reminds me of what ton, Newport, Middlesboro, ShelIrvin Cobb wrote about that byville, Owensboro, Hopkinsville,
memesis of all mere males, the Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton or
guest towel. Iry said you could any other larger Kentucky towns
guess what it was ... but as for to get contributions or, what is
him, it certainly was no towel. more important, to line up foot* * *
ball players.
* * *
This gent Dummitt was very
Meetings of alumni should be
entertaining and tolerably persuasive ... but when he advised called in all these towns and
his hide-bound Republic listen- Mr. Huguelet or some other
ers and his yaller-dog Democrat prominent alumnus should atdittoes to "scratch" in order to tend these meetings, bringing a
get good government in these personal message of what is
Newnited States, he was strictly planned and an invitation to
help. The University should
off the beam!
have one or more good public
* * *
His plea for a return to the relations men working the field
for a few
individual enterprise of yester- on this plan, not just
tly. And
... which, he said (and no- weeks, but permanen
year.
be observed
body denied) made our Nation more care should
the press.
to
ts
statemen
about
great, was received with applause. But of course every man
present knew mighty well that
such return to the good old days
could definitely not be hoped
for under any party but the one
he belongs to!
* * *
Mr. Dummit is front Missouri
... admittedly candidly he felt
more at home in eastern Ken-

tion of property is applied in that county,
it will produce $107.18 a child. But the
State average is $26.87!
Mr. Brooker's little folder says "The
only remedy for this . . . is for the State
Legislature to heed the mandate of Section 183 of the Kentucky Constitution
and 'provide for an efficient system of
common schools throughout the State.'"
He continues: "This can be done only by
the establishment of a State school fund
of sufficient amount to gaurantee a good
education to every child in Kentucky, regardless of domicile."
Which is all very well and proper, from
where Mr. Brooker sits.
We think however the problem lies
closer home . . . and that there is
another solution about which Mr. Brooker
doesn't speak in his bulletin and which
all the other school leaders we currently
hear appealing for more State money
also utterly neglect.
This is that we are not assessing our
property fairly for school support and
hence, that the fault is ours, in Caldwell
county and, we think, in a majority of
the other Kentucky counties which do
not presently give sufficient financial
support to education.
In, Princeton we have inequitable tax
assessments. Many properties held for
generations by the same owners are continued on the tax books year after year
at valuations of three or more decades ago,
far below their present worth, while other
properties, conspiciously real estate belonging to persons who have purchased it
within the last decade or so, are assessed
at something like a fair valuation. The
same is true in the rural districts of
Caldwell county, according to testimony
of well informed persons.
Recently at Louisville the writer of
this piece heard a school man of 30 years'
devoted experience tell a young Kentucky
lawmaker that "It wouldn't make much
difference if every cent of every dollar
Kentucky takes in from all sources of taxation were turned over- to the -school
authorities tcr improve Kentucky educational standards ... Kentucky would still
rank far down acitnng the states, because
of out-moded anci lax assessing practices
which fail to bring in the needed revenue
at the local sources so vital to proper implementation of Kentuelcy's school system."
With that statement we are in agreement. We think it high time that property be assessed at a fair valuation ...
and every owner's property upon the
same just basis, to the end that school
income produced at home be something
like the amount we would, in honesty
and good judgment be impelled to invest
in the future of our children and the advancement of our home community.

Parking Rules — We Hate-'Em
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of Army's great squad, is considered in the Horse Heaven
region.
* * *
Yes, Brer Huguelet needs the
alumni of the hinterland, . . .
and to get them and the contributions in cash and players
board
they can provide, his
must spread its' selling job, and
quickly, into every Kentucky
county where U.K. has loyal

alumni . . . and not in a
pinny manner either, bu
the best and most Op
methods for
forwarding
football program now under
sideration by President Do
and those who have ralli
his aid.
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A MEDAL

11 4
* Nobody's prouder than we are of the praise heaped on the U. S. railroads for
* doing a fine wartime job. But it's time the public received credit, too. If we had
* our way, we'd award a medal to every man and woman whose good-natured
fortitude helped smooth the unavoidable hardships of wartime travel. We'd like to present the wan
medal to all those millions of people who aided us immeasurably by not traveling. And —we'd lilts
to confer it, with an extra sprig of laurel, on all shippers. F3C without them the railmads egidel
never have made every freight car carry larger loads farther and faster than ever before. It was the
shippers who helped deliver the goods at the beachheads on time.
But we have no real medal to give. In its
place we pledgeyou, as soon as time and conditions permit, the finest transportation service in
Illinois Central history.
W. A. Johnston, PRESIDENT
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Literary
Guidepost

By Charles Honce
RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES (Pantheon; $7.50)
The next time you feel in
need of "escape" literature you
might reach for a fairy story.
And, specifically at this moment, it might be a Russian fairy
tale, inasmuch as a newly translated collection from the land
of the Slays just reached the
bookstalls.
No geownup need feel abashed, gf course, if caught reading
a fairy adventure. The fact is
that all great collections simply
are gatherings of folklore of a
natian—and folklore is the. property of people of all ages. It
could never have been handed
down at all if adults hadn't kept
the stories moving by *ord of
mouth until some Grimm or
Hans Christian Anderson made
them a part of the world's literature.
Russian fairy tales particularly belonged to the people beOTHER EDITORS SAY
cause most of them existed only
in oral form many years before
?thieving a literary dress. The
reason was that early Russian
g.
our
in
swearin
and
ons
mying
regulati
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curb. Here, however, we make our rules
In English and published in Engto suit ourselves as we go along. We are
land. The tales were ten in
spendProposals involving government
too free and individualistic to conform to
number, recorded by an Oxford
ing should take due account of the health doctor of medicine, Samuel
fixed rules and regulations like the orof the federal treasury. Some sort of in- Collins (1619-1670), who once
dinary folks of other communities.
surance against a continued decline into was a physician to the father
We realize, of course, that the purpose
of Peter the Great. He carried
deeper debt is urgently needed there.
of traffic regulations is to cause traffic to
the stories to England and they
(Birmingham, Ala., Post.)
flow smoothly, but we cannot allow this to
were printed shortly after his
interfere with our right to do as we please,
death.
people are _s_piritttally worYhe
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By G. M. P.

The State furnished some 40
football stars to big time teanis
outside Kentucky this year. One
was Ali-American and several
others seem certain to win this
rating before their collegiate
careers are ended. As far as
we are advised not a single one
of these standout players came
from Lexington or the Blue
Grass region, unless Shelbyville,
home of Captain Johnny Green

Thursda , December 20, 1

We wish to11, extend our
greetings far and wide —
to those in whose hands
the nation's security is entrusted; to those we love
wherever they may be;
and to our neighbors, customers and personal
friends in this—our very
own town!
s It is at a time such as this that the peo pie we know earn our fondest thought efour
and in an 4-fort to express our sentiments most tangibly, we have redoubled Christforts to serve everyone to the best of our ability. So that when we say "Merry
mas" we are glad to know we have helped make it merrier for many.
that
And when we say "Happy New Year" we have the satisfaction of knowing
by
d
enjoye
through our services, at least a small degree of added happiness can be
those we number among our many acquaintances.

MRS. leATHRYN MORSE
MRS. LOTA D. WORRELL
MRS. WILLIE COLEMAN
MRS. GEORGIA WINTERS

MRS. DOROTHY POGROTSKY
MISS GLADYS STEMBRIDGE
MISS LUCY THOMPSON
HARVEY MOORE

MRS. SYBLE MARTIN
MARVIN POGROTSKY
S. H. FINKEL
SAUL POGROTSKY

FINKELS FAIR STORE
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Swiss Study Atom

Bern, Switzerland— AP
—The
Swiss government has
decided
to co-ordinate and
expand its
research work on atomic
energy.
Prof. P. Scherrer was
named
By J. F. Graham
chairman of a commission
to
study civilian and military
uses
ray appear to be a little of atomic
energy
and to cops write about plans for operate with
private industry in
production in 1946, howpossible civilian uses.
:,1,(iticti0n for the greatest
_
,,ends so much on for- sibilities of fertilizers in
increasurn, and with prospects ing corn yields profitably. It is
dequate supplies of fertil- difficult to make definite
reuncertain, it will be well commendations
regarding quancomplete
plans tity and kind of
II farmers to
fertilizer to use,
early date and make ar- because of the extreme differments for fertilizer require- ence in the productivity
of our
Certainly corn produc- land and the
difference in the
influenced
by
prepsthe
way
it has been managed and
is
of land, method of culti- fertilized in former years. Howfertility
the
of.
land, ever, land that will
,
normally
in the row, etc., how- produce 25 to 40 bushels of corn
in this article emphasis without fertilizer, may have apbe placed on only two plied profitably with present
(1) seed production, (2) prices of corn 600 to 1000 pounds
of a high grade complete fertilir.
zer per acre, such as 6-8-6, 8-8-8,
value of well adapted hy- 5-10-5, 4-12-8. Where large quanfr.e" •
trA
corn has long passed the tities of such fertilizers are used,
Imelda' stage. Every acre it will be best to plow under the
LOST BOY RECOVERS IN HOSPITAL—Donald Lee Holder,
r corn planted for feed, for greater part of it.
I would suggest that farmers three, found after he had wandered alone for 28 hours through
feed, or milling purposes
hybrids. Of Kentucky make your plans at the earliest a southern Missouri forest, sleeps off the effects of his exposure
at a Waynesville, Mo., hospital. The nurse is Julia Schultz. (AP
d be hybrid. There are possible date, determine their
ced Certified Coin (yel- fertilizer needs and make ar- Wirephoto)
U. S. 13, Ky. 103, Ky. 102, rangements for it.
We will be glad to discuss ine) 69, 72B, and 203 are reThere-lice le-SIAAnbilt- diviriu,a1 problems will:1. farmers
od hybrids produced by and give them the benefit of
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
ercial firms, which sell demonstration and experimental
those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell countyofalmost
their own name and num- results.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicearmors have a broad field
We should keep in mind that A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular
Leader
oose from. The important the greatest possibility for in- feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly
after
the
turn
of
the
century,
wrote
them.
creased
returns is in greater prois to get well adapted corn
Princeton, Ky. June 14, 1929. homefolk, are guests of Mrs. W.
to conditions. It now ap- duction per acre, rather than an
A delightful meeting of the Fri- D. Goodloe, at Calhoun.
that there will be a good increase in acreage.
day night bricig., club was hol
Corn has a greater value than
y of seed corn.
last Friday aftcrii),..ri at the ,Princeton, Ky. August 27, 1929.
any
crop
produced
in
the
Cairn"zers
home of Miss Gladvs Pickering, Miss Lola Richardson, of St.
users generally are just ty. It occupies more than 90 per- Washington
street. Three tables Louis, who is a trained nurse
cent
of
all row crop land of the
u mg to visualize the posof bridge was engaged and prizes student, is here on a visit to
County, each year. With proper
were awarded ta Mrs. A. B. her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
land use, hybrid seed, proper ferMoss and Mrs. R. B. Ratliff. Leroy Richardson.
tilization, and good cultural pracNeed
A dainty luncheon was served.
tices, the average corn yield
Guests wer a Mrs. 1rmour Iilacould easily be increased 10 bulock, Mrs. B. L. Keeney, Mrs. Mrs. Santa
Black-Draught is
shels per acre in a few years.
Herbert Chancellor, Mrs. A. B. Bloomington, Ill. — AP — Mrs.
.Usually prompt
With present prices of corn, this
Moss, Mrs. Carl Sparks, Mrs. Wilhelmina Miller has 11 grand.Usually thorough
would be $337,000.00 per year.
Clarence Ulmer, Mrs. James children and four great grandAlways economical
Burns, of Chicago, and Mrs. Wil- children on her Christmas gift
list, but you won't find her in
liam Pickering.
the shoving, swirling swarm of
Princeton, Ky. June 28, 1929 shoppers, She has an ample asMiss Minnie Crowder and moth- sortment of dolls and stuffed
TIRES
er, Mrs. M. A. Crowder, and animals. She's 81 now, and she's
TUBES
Nancy, Robert and
Reginald been making Yuletide presents
AUTO PARTS
Catlett spent Sunday in Evans- of that sort for 50 years.
BATTERIES
ville, Ind.
PAINTS
You can remove .grease from
Princeton, Ky. June 14, 1929. your iron by rubbing it with
CrOT:fd Finn
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Luttrell cornmeal.
Oil
and sons, Carl and Wilbur, of
Phone 212
Brookville, F14., ail guelts of
M. afid Mrs. Tam Cash, ,Ja. ana
other relatives. Their many
friends are happy to have them
home again, even if only for a
visit.

For the first time in 16 years,
Madison county farmers produced enough potatoes for their
own use.
Farmers in Livingston county
have bought 90 head of Western
feeder steers this fall.
Taylor county farmers threshed twice as much red clover
seed as will be used in the
county.
A total of 1,044 cows have
been signed by 70 farmers in
Oldham county in the artificial breeding program.
Sixteen 4-H club members in
Casey county set out memorial
trees honoring members who
lost their lives in the war.
In Crittenden county, 202 4H'ers produced 104,352 pounds
of live weight meat animals, 44
members canned 9,768 quarts
of food and 60 boys and girls
worked 30,820 hours.

On the farm of C. E. Townsend in Powell county, Ky. 203
white hybrid corn yielded 91.5
bushels to the acre and Ky. 102
yellow hybrid 75.5 bushels.
Small grain, rye, wheat and
barley were sowed on 85 percent
of the cultivated land An Mercer county this fall.
Max Slier of Knox county
harvested 32 tons of lespedeza
from 16 acres.
Kenton county homemakers'
clubs raised $50 to help slipcover furniture at the Army
hospital at Fort Thomas.
Dale Todd, Calloway county
4-H boy, raised four calves to
weigh a total of 4,625 pounds.
Business men and owners o
registered stock distributed $200
in prizes at the Boyle county
beef calf show.
Most Carroll county farmers
have
enough
home-produced
feed to carry them through the
winter.

Pleasant Grove

(BY Mrs. Nola Wilson)
Mrs. Sheltie Wyatt visited her
mother at Madisonville this
week.
Mrs. Edd Gresham and daughter, Mary Lou, Mrs. C. R. Overby and Mrs. Harold P'Pool, have
been ill with flu.
Mrs. Zora Wilson spent Saturday night and Sunday with
Mrs. 011ie Haile,
Horace Vinson and daughters,
Alberta, Ermaline and Velma,
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell and
son, Gaydon. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Jod
Majors, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Felix Mitchell.
Our mailcarrier, P. C. Hart,
and family, have moved to Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd,
have moved to Mr. Hart's farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacey of
Scottsburg, have moved to house
vacated by Mr. Ladd, on the

4-H'ers Control
Potato Diseases
Potatos free from spots and
black streaks are enjoyed by
Casey countians as a result of
a project undertaken by 4-H
club members last summer. Under the direction of Home Agent
Sunshine Colley, 457 4-Hers
were each given a gallon of certified Irish Cobbler seed potatoes which had been treated
with semesan bel, with the understanding that two gallons of
potatoes would be returned in
the fall.
Highest production was made
by Ada Combest with 3.6 bushels, and Roger Bastin with 3.4,
bushels. All members reported
that the treated seed produced
smoother and larger potatoes,
and in greater quantity, than
untreated seed in the same
patch.
farm of Mrs. Zora Wilson.

teteteteteMetCHIENIMOMMCVMMOIMMIPMC
PARADE OF HOLIDAY HITS

News From The Past

TONIGHT & FRIDAY, DEC. 20-21
:777717:m7-WDREAMED ABOUT MEETS THE
YOU'VE
GIRL
THE
ER IO A MAIDEN'S PRAYER,
RED-HEADED MS

a•
AXAT IVE?

..That is an old saying, but it gives you the
Ty of Insurance in eight short words. Build

Princeton, Ky. July 12, 1929.
Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hale,
daughter and son, of Sarasota,
Fla., are here for the summer.
Much to the delight of their
many friends.
Princeton, Ky. August 8, 1929.
Following the luncheon and
business session of the Kiwanis
Club last Thursday, J. M. Pool
made, a short talk and report
on the proposed airport here.
Rumsey Taylor sang several
numbers, and Miss Marianna
Dawson was assigned the program for Thursday's meeting,
which will no doubt be very
interesting, and a full attendance
is desired.,
Princeton, Ky. August 6, 1929.
Merl Brown and sister, Miss
Clover, have gone to Fayetteville, N. C. on a visit to Miss
Zouline Darden. Merl will return in a few days but Miss
Clover will be the guest of Miss
Darden for several weeks.
Princeton, Ky. August 6, 1929.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Davis and
daughter, Dorothy Ann, of Duncan, Miss., who are visitin

TRIGGER
TERROR
STRIKES!
ZANE GREY'S SUPER
STORY...

VAN J0111611
W111.10,1

•
Frances Gifford • Henry Travers
Spring Byington • Lauritz Melchior
Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra

Added!
NEWSREEL
and
FILIPINO SPORTS

Plus These Shorts!
CARTOON — "THE EGG YEGG"
SPORTS — "DOWN FAIRWAYS"
NO. 14 — "PURPLE MONSTER STRIKES"

Santa's Christmas Book

We have a nice stock of

A beautiful •colored 16-page book of Christmas
games, pictures, verses, stories and puzzles given
free to every child attending the matinee Monday,
Dec. 24.

good quality wreaths.

CHRISTMAS DAY & WEDNESDAY

Complete line of sizes
Cemetery delivery on early
orders.

NitIMMVOitlitCMCWWW0
SATURDAY, DEC. 22

CONTINUOUS SHOW XMAS DAY FROM 1:00 P.M.

THE TECHNICOLOR.
STORY OF
ALADDIN _
and his
wonderful
VAMP!!!

THE LAUGH-A-MINUTE LOWDOWN
ON HOW "SWOONING" WAS BORN!
He borrows Bing Crosby's voice ... and the
other fellow's bow tie...it's a riot!

Phone 103-J
"IP

... it's got rhythm

AYH. Templeton

and woo-woo...
wonderful love!

FLORIST
Princeton

_Pepid,Cola Cowpony,Long Aland Cy& M1.1
Hopkinsville Bottling Company

EVELYN

ised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

KEYES
SILVERS
JERGENS
PHIL

ADELE

The Shock-Picture
of the year!!
wing that
joyed by ,

ELK BRAND work garments
_ill carry Hie same high quality
materiel and workmanship as
pris-wer days when you find
them again on the shelves of
your favorite merchant.
At the present time we can't
say when ELK BRAND garments
will be there but we hope it
won't be too long.

t..C)F.' NE

WI, fli
Dusty ANDERSON

\c•••
.P;YANKIN
TOM

A Picture
For The
Entire Family!
See It Together!

Added Delights
Merrie Melody Cartoon

"SWEET SIOUX"
Featurette

"STORY OF A DOG"
LATEST NEWS

Added!
3 STOOGES COMEDY
SPORTS REVIEW
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At The Churches

Deaths-Funerals

THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth,. Minister
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Topic: The Messiah Coneth
Evening Worship 7:00
White Christmas Program

Mrs. Steve Bennett
Funeral services for Mrs. Steve
Bennett, former resident here,
who died at the home of her son,
Frank, in Marion last Thursday,
were held from Brown's Funeral
hcme Sunday afternoon at 2
o'clock, with the Rev. H. G. M.
Hatler, officiating.
Mrs. Benneett is survived by
her son and a daughter, Mrs.
G. E. Rouff, Detroit.
Pallbearers evere John E. Eison
and Richard Eison, Verdie and
Herschel Creekmur, John Loftus,
Jr. and Robert Catlett.
Burial was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

What confuses most people is the
loud noise made by pressure
groups who have their own selfish axes to grind with which
to chop off price control when
it is needed most. Their plait is
to make profits from the confusion and chaos caused by wild
inflation and the depression that

(Continued from Page One)
Princeton.
Lowery Caldwell, of the SubExperiment Station staff, made
presentation of medals and other awards to Tunney Hunsaker,
BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
4-H Club representative; Otha
preach at the Blue Springs BapLee Munsey, Butler High; Billy
tist Chtfrch Sunday morning at
McKinney, Cobb High and Law11 o'clock.
rence Rustin, Fredonia High, for
being best in their respective
OGDEN MEMORIAL
schools in agriculture during
METHODIST CHURCH
1945; also, to Mrs. Orbie Tish,
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
4-H Club winner; Louise PinneChurch School 9:45 a.m. Hargar, Butler High; Freda Holry Long, Supt.
land, Cobb High, and June BeckMorning Worship 10:55 a.m.
ner, Fredonia High, for top acWillie Jones
Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
EconoHome
in
complishments
Funeral services for Willis
Evening Worship 7 p.m.
mics.
Jones, 85, farmer of the White
Revival date—March 15-24th.
Mr. Caldwell urged the young
School community, were held
winners not to stop striving for
DawCemetery,
at Witherspoon
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
better things and asked them
son Springs, Route 3, last ThursH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
serve
day. Mr. Jones died at his home to let the Kiwanis awards
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
December 12. He is survived by to encourage them to become
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
two sons. Burial was in the well-rounded citizens.
6:45 p.m. Training Union
W. D. Armstrong, chairman
church cemetery.
7:30 Evening Warship
of the club's program commitWhen fully grown, the Cali- tee, presided, and President SevRonald Carlan, who was FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
fornia condor measures nine to ison welcomed the farmers and CARLIN CHILDREN — Six-months-old
mother Mrs. Rose Carlon, is
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
11 feet from wingtip to wingtip. young persons as guests the reported missing Nov. 28 by his
search for Ron- 9:45 Bible School
The Chinese know the Christ- Kiwanians most delight in hav- held by his brother, James J. Carlon, Jr., 3. The
beneath a chest 11:00 Morning Worship
mas festival as Cheng Dan Jieh— ing with them annually. J. F. ald ended with the discovery of the baby's body
of drawers in the family home, Chelsea, Mass. (AP Wirephoto) 7:00 Evening Worship
the-IrOry Birth Festival. 'Their Oreham introduced alt-the-far
Christmas tree is called "Tree of er guests.
per cent of
Seventy-live
Valparaiso, Chile, is the larEldon L. Dummitt, Kentucky's gest seaport on the Pacific coast Chile's 5,237,432 people are of
Light.
attorney general, delivered the of the American continents south Spanish descent, with a slight
Rev. Lewis Burroughs, Mcprincipal address, delighting his of Los Angeles.
admixture of Indian blood.
Kenzie, Tenn., will preach at
hearers. He made a stirring apthe Cumberland Presbyterian
peal for "a return to the system
Church on the second and
of individual enterprise" which,
fourth Sundays until a regular
he said, "has been the chief facpastor can be supplied, it was
tor in making the Nation great."
announced Tuesday by D. L.
Mr. Dummit said he feared
t a
Wilson.
"we are in grave danger of
losing our democracy because of
hatreds engendered by pressure
groups." He said "if Labor and
(Continued from Page One)
Industry could agree, as Kiwary pressure we have ever exanians and farmers agreed here
perienced. The dangerous thing
in Caldwell county that the welabout inflation is that it doesn't
fare of any group in the Nacome marching in with bands
tion in inter-dependent upon the
To
playing and banners flying. The
welfare of all the people, the
approach is more subtle—a dime
United States would go forward
Hang up your stockings
here and a quarter there, and
into the greatest era of prosFor Santa—with care.,
accompanied by the preaching of
perity and happiness it has ever
false prophets who tell us that
known."
So he'll have no trouble
a little inflation won't hurt, that
The speaker held his audience
higher prices are natural after
In finding them there.
in rapt attention with his fora war. They tell us that removal
ensic talent and by reciting
of price controls will make goods
numerous bits of poetry and
plentiful.
telling many humorous anecevery
and
each
visit
to
like
We'd
A little. more inflation would
dotes.
be about as safe as an unguardone of you personally, to spread the
ed camp fire in a dry forest on
glad tidings of the season—but ina windy day. Regardless of
price, it takes time to build restead we're extending our heartfelt
frigerators, automobiles or houswishes through this message. And
es. Higher prices is not the answer now—time is needed to
looking forward to 194b, we hope'
manufacture and distribute needevery
of
it brings you the realization
ed goods. Until goods reach the
consumer in quantities to meet
aspiration.
the demand, price controls are
our only safeguard.
But to make these controls
effective the people must assume their share of the responsibility. They must restrict their
buying to the things they actually need now. They must cheElt
prices carefully and pay no more
than legal ceiling prices.
OPA is doing a job for the
people of this nation and OPA
is here to do it as long as it is
SELECT
needed. Let's stop pussy-footing
AND
around with price control—either we need firm price control
GIVE
at this time or we don't need
it at all. Business leaders
HIM A
throughout the country who have
the future of the nation at heart
PAIR OF
are unanimous in their approval
of price control for the present.
OUR
OPA has been pictured frequently in recent, months as a
SHOES
gallant little band fighting a
lone battle with their backs to
the Wall. This is not a true picture. A recent Gallup Poll showed 72 percent of the people in
favor of retaining, price controls

On Christmas Eve the Cu
would follow. Let's avoid the
path we followed 27 years ago have eleborate dinners of
—let's make price control work becued pig, beans and rice,
plenty of candy and sweets
for our future welfare.
each course.
DDT is contact poison w •
Light intensity, climate and
goes into solution in the li
soil produce marked variations
fruits layer or "raincoat-like" shell
in the nutritive value of
skin of insects.
and vegetables.
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Christmas
Deep in our hearts, each of us has a secret
your
hope. What more can we wish you, than that
we'd like
hope come true? And for the coming year
you hold dear
to see the fulfillment of every desire
THE SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL'

DENHAM'S JEWELRY STORE
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Sheriff's Sale

History Repeats

COMINGS

which isBY VIRTUE OF Execution No. 338 directed to me,

Mack
Court, in favor of Interstate Finance Corporation against

Personal Friends--

day
Spickard I, or one of my Deputies, will, on Friday, the 4th
and
of January, 1946, between the hours of 10:00 o'clock A.M.

and Customers

2:00 o'clock P.M., at the Court House'door in Princeton, Caldwell
County, Kentucky expose to PUBLIC SALE, to the highest bidder,
the folllowing property (or so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfy Plaintiff's debt, interest and costs,) to-wit:

Last Minute
Gilt Suggestions
Dot's Cafe
FOR HIM
ituainaraisiassawasainon

One 1937 Lincoln Zephyr model—motor No. 22602, license
Debt $199.00, interest and cost, levied upon

No.

as the properly of Mack Spickard.
TERMS: Sale will be made on a credit of 6 months or cash,
bond with approved security required, bearing interest at the
rate of 6% per annum from day of sale, and having the force and
effect of a replevin bond.
WITNESS my hand, this 20th day of December, 1945

M1TC1161. CL1FT,
Sheriff of Caldwell County

— OR —
PRESENT HIM WITH A
OUR

FR/ENDS

AND

PATRONS

$1.99
$3.95
A bit of lushness for her leisure
time ...lovely slippers in a
variety of festive colors...
leather soles.

AND LET HIM SELECT THE STYLE HE WANTS!
MEN'S SHOES PRICED FROM
from $3.95 to $10.00

Open Friday - Saturday and Monday
Nights for your convenience

OPEN
FRIDAY
SAT. AND
MONDAY
NIGHTS

CHRISTMAS—a season of joy and gladness. May your families be happy
and well and may your Yuletide prayers for the swift return of your loved ones
be answered.

People's Service Store
JOE McMICAN, Prop.

Alatliablatlit10304
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Mrs. Clifton Pruett
Addresses B. & P. W. Club
Mrs..Clifton Pruett, chief clerk
of the AAA, gave a talk to Business and Professional Women's
Club members last Thursday
night on her work. Another feature of the club's program was
several selections by the girls'
trio of the Butler glee Club, under direction of Miss Martha
Shultz,

. and Mrs. Benson Parent,
Beverly Lane, announce the
iage of their daughter, Jo
to Cpl. William Pollock, of
Angeles, Calif. The cerey was performed December
t 3:15 P.M. in Los Angeles.
ral Pollock is convalescence
e Birmingham Hospital, at
Neys, from injuries received
rmany.
couple will reside in Los
les when he is released
the hospital.

ce At Elks Club
ere will be a dance at the
clubroom Friday night,
28, for members of the club,
as announced Tuesday by
Ralph Blazier, a member
the dance committee. Music
be furnished by a local
estra from 9 until 12 o'clock.

man's Council
e regular monthly meeting
"pot luck" dinner for the
an's Council was held in
basement of the First Chrischuroh. Monday night. A
was presented by the young
le of the church under the
ion of Mrs. Ernest L.
th.

Cadet Neil Dunbar, Castle
Heights Military Academy, Lebanon, Tenn., arrived last weekend to spend the holidays with
relatives here.
• • •
Anna French, student at Transylvania, Lexington, arrived Sunday night to spend Christmas
with her mother, Mrs. Ethel
French, and family, Highland
avenue:
• • •
/Jimmy Jones, student at Transylvania, Lexington, arrived
home Sunday night to spend the
holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Jones, McNary
street.
• • •

Fcy Entertained

bers
of
Butler
High
Scho 1 faculty were entertained
Monday night at the home of
chison — Pettit
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Watson, Route
Gracia
Mrs.
Murchison,
. and
kinsville, announce the en- 6, with a pot-luck dinner.
ent and approaching marof their daughter, Elizabeth Christmas Party For
to Richard Hardin Pettit, Young Peoples'
Group
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Young Peoples Group, No. 3
of
Paducah,
and
Pettit,
of the Woman's Council of the
dson of the late Shipton First Christian Church met
with
Princeton. Mr. Pettit, a
their leader, Mrs.. H. q, Lester,
bat air crewman in.-Heil at her —home on N. Jefferson
r Squadron was recently street, Tuesday night, Dec. 11,
rged after having served for its
Christmas party. Mrs.
th the Pacific and Atlan- Lester conducted the business
eater of War.
session.

nt — Pollock

aIe

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

•

Dorothy Ann Davis
RI: 3
tingle in the air,
falling;
y flakes are
e upon the stillness there,
erry voices calling,
Sleigh -bells ringing,
Hearts a-singing,
are home for Christmas.
are left behind awhile,
ta Claus is going
• the chimney; faces smile,
the firelight's glowing
All is gladness,
Gone is sadness,
e we're home for Christmas.
—Kathryn Lewis

istmas

al

•

Miss Mayme Frances Wilson
had charge of the program,
"Uprooted Americans," the topic.
Others on the program were
Misses Marietta Stallins, Clara
Jean Cash and Doi othy Mae
Jordan.
Winners in the social hour
contest were Miss Martha Lee
Mays and Mrs. Doris Tosh.
Refreshments of a plate lunch,
hot chocolate and pecan roll nut
cups were served in the Christmas
motif by the hostess.

PATTON NURSE — First Lt.
Matgery J. Rundell (above),
of Ashland, Wis., , is a nurse
with • Gerr—george S. Patton:
She is a member of the army
nurses corps. (AP Wirephoto)

Birthday Dinner At
Pleasant Grove Home

If windows are hard to raise, A healthy youngster walks and I People have been walking on
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis, Atlanta, Ga., are visiting her mother, pour a little hot shortening be- runs about 15 miles a day.
leather for 4,000 years.
Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust street. tween the window frame and
/171420121
747
the casting, and also on the ailliattlitleglitk00417/441474)'12,444roller.
Prior to the war more than
Chloride of lime will remove
60 million pounds of black and
white pepper were imported an- ink from silver inkwells or desks
accessories.
nually by the United States.
Should your iron become soilA raw potato rubbed over the
blade of knives which have ed on the bottom, sprinkle a bit
turned dark from an acid will of salt on a newspaper and rub
the iron over it.
help clean them.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Drain,
Pana, Ill., are spending the holidays with their son, H. Merle
Drain, Mrs. Drain and daughter, Lou Ann, Highland Avenue.
• •
Lieut. Col. and Mrs. R. L.
Putman returned home Friday
night after several days' visit
with his sister, Mrs. C. C. McCarty and family, Brooksville.
They also were visitors in Ft.
Thomas and Cincinnati.
• • •
Miss Sarah Delia, "Deedie"
Cunningham, student at St.
Joseph's Academy, Maple Mount,
is spending the holidays with
her father, Mark Cunningham
and brother, Mickey.
• • •

Relatives and friends were entertained at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh McGowan, of
the Pleasant Grove community,
Wednseday night, Dec. 12, with
a dinner in honor of Mr. McGowan's and little Joe Neil Storms'
birthdays.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
McGowan and little son, Donald;
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McColMr. and Mrs. Claude Storms and lough, New Smyrna Beach, Fla.,
children, Dorothy, Robbie and are expected home for the holiJoe Neil; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar days, to be guests of her mothDunning; Elvin Dunning; Mr. er, Mrs. Henry Keeney.
and Mrs. Clint Ladd; Mrs. Zora
• • •
Wilson, Miss Nola Wilson and
Mrs. Howell Forgy and chilMcGowan.
Mrs. Stanley
dren, Michael and Howell FosWaylon and C. B. Rogers;
Mr. and Mrs. John H. "Bill"
Berkley, Calif., are spendter,
Presler, Hopkinsville street, on Bobby Wyatt, Agnes and Charles ing the holidays with her parthe birth of a son, John Harri- Witherspoon, Johnnie Storm, Mr. ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Morgan,
son II, at Princeton Hospital, and Mrs. Otho Gresham and Baldwin Avenue.
December 18. Mrs. Presler is little daughter, Rosemary; Mr.
• • •
and Mrs. Donald Hunter, Mrs. Frederick Greer recently rethe former Dorothy O'Hara.
• • • •
Delia
Mrs.
Tula Goodwin and
turned to Lexington where he
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Shore, Gresham.
is employed with the Veterans
Hop,kinsville street, on the birth
Administration, after being disJuice of two lemons in a bowl charged from the Army. He will
of a son, Joseph Charles, Deshamremove
Hospital.
cember 18, at Princeton
of rinse water will
visit his wife, two children and
• -• •
poo-film and will reveal the true parents, Mr, and Mrs. Herndon
Mr. and Mrs. Barber ,Pugh, lustre of hair.
Greer, during the holidays.
• • •
Keys are now being made of
Mansfield, 0., on the birth of a
daughter, December 14. Mrs. colored aluminum. To date, the
Cunningham,
Cadet Pa u 1
Pugh is the former Ruby Byrd, keys have stood up to 50,000 George Military Academy, will
insertions in tests.
of Princeton, Route 5.
arrive today to spend the holiTo avoid nicking the glaze in days with his parents, Mr. and
Use art gum to remove sooty an earthenware pan, stir food Mrs Paul Cunningham, S. Jeffootprints on light colored rugs. with a wooden spoon.
ferson street.

The Leader
Congratulates

Last Minute Suggestions

Through your Kindness and Good
Will you have made the year 1945 a

$L99
to
$3.95

memorable and happy one for Wicarson...We have taken pleasure in
serving you and will endeavor to show
our appreciation of your loyalty by extending to you every courtesy ... alOPEN
FRIDAY
SAT. AND
MONDAY
NIGHTS

ways.
Exclusively yours,

Simply tailored or luxuriously
fur-trimmed..,scores of beautiful
styles and a rainbow of colors
to choose fromI leather soles.

wicarson
(Incorporated)

• • •

, levied upon

•nths or cash,

at
George Greer, student
Purdue University, Lafayette,
Ind., will arrive this week-end
to spend the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herndon
Greer, S. Jefferson street.
• • •
4

IIRISTMAS

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
spent last week in Pinehurst, N.

terest at the
the force and

r, 1945.

• • •
Miss Dorothea Joiner, student
at Virginia Intermont College,
Bristol, Va., is spending the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Joiner and family,
Madisonville street.

This is the season for good will
and good cheer, to be shared by
new friends and old. Our best
wishes for a Merry Christmas and.
a Happy New Year go forth to
all on this gay occasion.

AN
APPLE
A DAY

Walker's Beauty Salon
J.

J...

J..
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priced.
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in m package
is the
we've had istmas
Ibis Christmas
good

Chr
got a big bursting withbest of
we've you---Aust
And
for the season
cheer
luletime
here for
good
the
wishes and during this tucked into
everything
1946. And package are
of
surprise
all
you -and for
this
us to spirit
corners of messages from
cooperative
Wok
you"
appreciated years. We
"thank
Peacetime
for yourthe trying war in the
durg
serving you
,
forward to
come.
years to
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Creamed Cottage Cheese
which, served with sliced
apples and crisp celery,
provides such a tempting
and wholesome salad.
For a fresh, appetizing
carton delivered 0 your
home, call 161.

Black—Brown—Patent
and Red Calf.
For Holiday Dress
Wear.

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

LADIES'

STORE

642
VCCLUSIVE
gorstrtsvitts

TRE

THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Ludwig von Beethoven made
public appearance as a pianist
at the age of eight.
Frederick Smetana, Bohemian
composer, was practically selftaught until he was 20.

By Bruce Barton

have heard people sigh at
word of the Victory Loan CamBy Flora Lewis
paign, and say, "I suppose I have
London — Uprooting the seeds
to buy another bond. But I don't
of war is the goal set in the
see how I can afford it."
constitution of the United NaThis is just like saying, "I suptions Educational, Scientific and
pose I really ought to start savCultural Organization, signed reing money, but it's an awfully
cently in London.
expensive thing to do!"
Forty-four nations, with the
The fact is, of course, that you
Soviet Union the only important
don't buy bonds. As W. B. Bachabsentee, have banded together
man, a Detroit writer, forcefully
pointed out the other day, the
for the first time in history in
speakers on the radio and the
an organization of this kind. Its
constitution provides for the
poster artists and the advertising writers have been using the
free flow of information and
wrong word for four long years.
ideas among nations, urges the
They have been asking the pubinter-change of professors, scienlic to do something that is imtists, artists and others who can
possible. You can't spend money
stimulate striving for higher
on bonds. You simply take them.
moral and intellectual standards
They cost you nothing. My E
throughout the world.
bonds are nothing but certifiWhen 20 countries have ratificates showing that the Barton
ed the charter, the organization
family has made a deposit in the
will be established permanently
.U. S. Treasury instead of in a
in Paris. Delegates who attended
bank or a cookie jar. When we
the conference hope that Russia,
take an E bond, we pansfer a
which declined to participate
bank deposit to the latest dewithout explaining why, will soon
pository in the world—the U. S.
add its name to the list of signaTreasury. We put in noninterest
tories.
MacLeish Preamble
notes and we get an interest.
bearing note as our deposit slip!
The constitution of the new
organization, which will work
To take a bonds.- note that
act. 'That alone is inducement
In eonjunatiost with the-United
word "take"—is still a patriotic
Nations peace agency, has a
enough for any American. Just
preamble written by U. S. deleas your money in the bank pays
gate Archibald MacLeish.
wars begin in the
"Since
When father crossed the Rhine 27 years ago, he probably rode for loans and investments and
minds of men," it reads, "it is a horse or marched. The old photograph above shows the 308th all the bank's manifold activities,
the minds of men that defenses Engineers making the crossing Dec. 14, 1918. The picture below so your money in the U. S.
of peace must be constructed. shows how tanks, infantry and supply collumns crossed the same Treasury helps to care for the
Peace must be founded, if it is river this year at Remagen. In the foreground is an alert anti-' wounded, to end war contracts,
to maintain armies of occupanot to fail, upon intellectual and aircraft unit.
tion, to bring home returning
moral solidarity of mankind"
discriminaEquality
Aims
at
and
outlaw
freedom
fighters, to prevent inflation.
and adds "that peace based exIt also aims at advancing the Your bonds brought about the
clusively on arrangements be- tion in world exchange of ideas.
tween governments could not However, it expressly forbids in- "ideal of esuality of educational mighty atomic blasts that put a
terference in strictly domestic opportunity without regard to period to this war. Your bonds
last."
The constitution gives the affairs of its members, in order race, sex or any distinctions, today are returning flesh to the
UNSECO the right to submit in- to preserve "independence, integ- economic or social."
bones of those who survived
ternational conventions to its rity and the fruitful diversity of
The organization will have a wounds or prison-camp torture
members, which would bind cultures and educational sys- general conference, comparable —of Wainwright, of Boyington,
them to certain standards ol tems."
to the general assembly of the of unknown thousands of our
United Nations, with an 18- men who played their own galmember executive board, direc- lant parts in the total defeat of
tor-general and secretariat. Any our enemies.
I remember reading the typimember of the United Nations is
automatically eligible to parti- cal experience of George Lott,
whose two arms were shredded
cipate.
Although the constitution does by a mortar on the Lorraine
not expressly mention press free- front. From his battalion aid stadom, this topic is covered in tion Lott was transported 4500
clauses dealing with pledges to miles in easy stages, by ambulunfetter worldwide circulation ance, train and plane. He passed
of information and publications, through three field dressing staIt is considered likely that free tions and five hospitals in France
access to news may be the sub- and England before being reject of one of the agreements turned to the United States for
the organization is empowered final treatment and recovery.
by its charter to draft and sub- Your bonds paid for the care of
all the George Lotts of this war.
mit to members.
And yet you can count on getGum is easily removed from ting back $4 for every $3 you
Company,Long Island City,N.Y.
rugs if it is chilled with a piece put in!
Franchisee Bottler: Pepsi Cola ItoptInsvtlle Bottling Company
of ice before trying to dig
So get bonds today—get them
regularly—and hold onto them.
likely to come in this life to
That is about as close as you are
'having your cake and eating it
too.
I

Send
Flowers

This

To oil a sewing machine properly, put the oil on every place
where one part rubs against or
turns within another.
Luigi Boccherini, Italian composer, wrote 125 string quintettea, 91 string quartettes, 54
string trios, 20 symphonies and
cello and violin pieces.

AP Nowsleateros

FIER scientists found the
atomic bullet they
learned that if It was fired too
rapidly it had less effect on
nervous nuclei than one moving at a slower speed. (Neutrons can travel at a speed of
several thousand miles per
second.) They learned that if
Islands of uranium were
placed in graphite or heavy
water, the neutron lost just
enough speed by the time it
reached another uranium
island to have the desired effect of splitting U-235 nuclei.
The newly split nucleus emits
several neutrons, some of
which hit other U-235 atoms
to continue the splitting process, while the rest hit U-238
and converted it into plutonium. The graphite or heavy
water slow - down cops are
called moderators.

A

Homemakers News
Homemakers' Schedule
Eddy Creek Homemakers will
have an all day meeting Thursday, Dec. 27 at the home of
Mrs.S. J.,SatteriVd.

Lebanon

Homemaker Club has been named county delegate to the State
Farm and Home Convention to
be held at the University of
Kentucky, Jan. 29 to Feb. 1. The
choice of Mrs. Yates as delegate
was made at the quarterly session of the Homemakers' Advisory Council, Tuesday afternoon
at George Coon Library. Mrs.
s.
nomer Mitchell was selected as
alternate delegate. Mrs. B. L.
Paris, chairman of the County
Homemakers' Association, i s
secretary of the Kentucky, Federation of Homemakers and,will
attend the convention as state
delegate.
Miss Aida Henning, of Lexington, recently appointed district leader of the State Home
Demonstration Service, was a
visitor at the council session, at
which Mrs. Paris presided. Reports were presented by Mesdames Hugh yates and Clifton
Clift, Crider; Homer Mitchell
and Ray Martin, Otter Pond; D.
W. Satterfield, Eddy Creek; Don
Boitnott, Hopkinsville Road; and
Lloyd Beck, Home Agent. Plans
for obtaining Pan-American film

Year

POINSETTIAS — were never prettier — plenty of short ones for
the table.

I want all my good Princeton and Caldwell
County customers to know I am back from the
Service and running my place at Gracey again.
Have good sandwiches, cold drinks and service
for your car. You will receive a warm welcome
here and your patronage will be appreciated.

strips for local showing were
made. The film will be seen in
connection with a study of PanAmerican countries, which is
part of the year's program in
local Homemakers clubs.
A dress form was made during lesson study tt the regular
meeting of Hall' Homemakers
Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs, J. B. Boitnott. Mrs. A.
N. Horning, Mrs. Walter Barnes,
and Mrs. Joe Horning, assisted
by the home agent, gave the
demonstration.
Mrs. A. N. Horning, club
chairman, had charge of the
program. During the business
session, plans were made , for
the January meeting to be Iheld
at the home of Mrs. Joe Horning. Carols were sung during
the social half-hour, Mrs. Grace
Morse and Mrs. Lloyd Beck were
visitors at the Thursday meetings.

Mrs. G. D. Taylor entertained
Lebanon Homemakers Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. George Markoff, vice-president, had charge
of the meeting. The program included a lesson in pattern alteration, given by Mrs. Klon
Pickering. Gifts were exchanged during the social half-hour
and plans were made to hold
an all day meeting January 9
at the home of Mrs. Tillie Pickering. Lebanon Homemakers are
collecting magazines to be given
to the county farm.
Mrs. Taylor served refreshments to Mesdames Markoff,
Klon Pickering, Tillie Pickering,
Howard Pickering, Clay Scott
To loosen a glass stopper that
and Lloyd Beck.
is apt to stick, let a few drops
between stopper
Council Selects Delegates of glycerinofsoak
bottle.
Mrs. Hugh Yates of the Crider and neck

\

POT PLANTS — an
ideal gift that will fit
into the scheme of
Christmas.

This year you can say"Merry
Christmas" with a Philco
Any modelofthe sensational
new 1946 Philco Radios,
Radio-Phonographs, Refrigerators and Freezers just
announced. Come in ...see
our display.,

Although the war is over Uncle Sam

saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

This farm is located 11
/
2 miles west of Fredonia on Dycusburg Road.
(Gravel road)
Will offer one lot of farm tools such as:

1 -- International corn planter with fertilizer attachment
1 — Avery corn planter two-row plain
1 — New International cultivator 6 shovel
1 — No. 3 separator - International
1 — Slat wing Vulcan No. 12
1 2 in.
1 — Wagon size 3/
1 —Log wagon
1 — Stalk cutter
1 — All purpose harrow
2 — Six shovel cultivators 1 —Rastus
1 — Pony plow
1 — Lot small tools
1 — Drill press
1 — Lot of gear and collars
2 — Good work mules
1 -- Saddle horse
1 — Brood mare
1 — Coming 3-year-old mule

Whatever Philco you choose, you
gets beautiful Philco Gift Certificate to present on Christmas.
morning.

40 shoats, 60 to 100 lbs.
Somefa
5 — Real brood sows
2000 bushels of yellow corn, shucked

RUSTIC BOXES — of blooming plant and greens.
CYCLEMAN — PRIMROSE — BEGONIA — IVY BOWLS
KALANCHOE
CUT FLOWERS
ROSES -- CARNATIONS — GLADOLIA — CHRISTMAS BOXES
JUST PUT A WORD
IN THE SLOT
AND IT PLAYS
PHILCO RADIO-

rtionooura

Holly — Spruce — Boxwood — Christmas Trees — Wreaths

Italian Carlo
cally,

needs waste greases for many uses. So keep

PLANT BOXES — Combination of Christmas plants.

CORSAGES — in Orchids, Gardenias, Roses, Carnations, Winter
Corsages of Yuletide Greens.

A high octane safety
which will not burn has
developed for use in airplan
The first meal in the
air
eaten in 1783, when a man
woman went aloft in a
ball
_
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Christmas Story ot Madonna and Child Has Ins•ired Artists For Centuries
1
'
.
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Uncle Sea

of Art

Italian Carlo Crivelli (1430-1493) painted photographically, with much attention to detail.

Mt pit

Mao •

of Art

An unknown Flemish painter, in the school of Quentin Massys
(1466-1530), produced this.

dead stock
ING WORKS,
promptly and

Fred Nagler, contemporary of New York, has done this
similar paintings on religious themes.

Fescue Popular In
Christian County

and

Rural Center

Farm Workers Scarce

"
Mee. So ke
age, middlings and 40 percent
Litters Pay
supplement, and the pigs were
finished on corn, ground wheat,
dair County
ground barley and tankage in
county
Adair
of
l
Murrel
llin
selffeeders. Both sows and pigs
ed almost $400 on three had clover and rye pasture.
s of 26 pigs, according to
Perry Cofer, another Adair
report to County Agent R. county farmer, had a litter of
Rankin. All the pigs were eight Duroc-Chester White pigs
that weighed 1,928 pounds when
bred Durocs.
for
e litter of nine pigs weigh- 166 days old. They sold
d. The sows were
2,360 pounds when 207 days $14.45 a hundre
corn, wheat and tankage
Another litter of eight pigs fed
and the pigs were finished on
hed 1,771 pounds at the
corn, ground wheat, tankage and
of 192 days, and the third skiznilk. The sow and litter ran
of nine pigs weighed 1,78'9 on mixed clover and redtop
ds when 185 days old. All pasture.
pigs brought $14.45 a hun-

T h.

—Msdlewn Gana',"
Art

Spaniard Bartolome Esteban Murillo, most romantic of
this group, lived from 1 618 to 1682.

A center for all kinds of ruShortage of workers continues
to be a bottleneck of first im- ral activities has been established
portance to farmers in Bourbon in Jefferson community in Barcounty, reports County Agent ren county. The Utopia Club,
P. R. Wadlington. "There is a which is made up of older farm
girls, leased the
very dire need of large num- boys tnd
bers of men to work on farms school house and will sponsor
on a year-round basis," he said. year-round community activi"We simply do not have any ties.
applicants wanting to work on
farms for wages, but do have
many farmers who would employ men if they could be
found."

economic diff00000ials
Ky. 31 Fescue grass is rapidly
Ph. Americas are shown
gaining in popularity with
.4* in figures from she Pan
county
Mason
American Yearbook.
of
Roy D. Rice
Christian county farmers, acthe
cording to Farm Agent William won the championshio of
with
D. Talbert. Arvin Bros., Pem- Kentucky ton-litter contest
that
pigs
Duroc
than
ed
more
purebr
seeded
13
have
broke,
175
100 acres this fall, giving them weighed 3,448 pounds when
a
a total of more than 150 acres. days old. They sold for $17.75
profit
W. G. Duncan, Clarksville pike, hundred and returned a
, plus
seeded 90 acres of this new over feed cost of $322.82
ed at
grass, and many other farmers $411 in cash prizes receiv
fairs.
seeded two or more acres per state, district and county
The same sow in the Rice
farm. With a favorable growIn the early Roman constituyear
ing season, there should be a herd raised 12 pigs last
tion the citizens, all of them solwhen
large supply of fescue seed in that weighed 2,902 pounds
diers, were classified according
she
the county next year. says Mr. 180 days old, and in 1943
to the equipment which their
had 11 pigs that weighed 2,240
Talbert.
means made possible. Soldiers in
pounds when 165 days old. She
early armies equipped themhas farrowed 91 pigs in seven
selves.
Woolley's Lucky 13s
78 of which lived.
litters,
Woolley, England—AP—ThirTwenty-five litters weighed a
teen is a lucky number for Woolton or more in a state-wide conthis
from
men
en
ley. Thirte
test sponsored by the entucicy
Cotswold Hills hamlet went into College o f Agriculture and
ed
return
all
World War I and
Home Economics to encourage
safely. In World War II. 13 sanitation in hog production.
more fought, and they too were Owners of the ton-litters recreomulsion relieves promptly bethe
cause it goes right to the seat of
unhurt.
expel
ceived gold certificates.
trouble to help loosen and nature
aid
and
,
germ laden phlegm
Five farmers received silver
soothe and heal raw, tender, inEast Africa was not opened to certificates for raising litters
bronchial mucous memflamed
1768.
until
e
the outsid world
and
pounds
Tell your druggist to sell you
1,900
over
branes.
ng
weighi
una bottle of Creomultdon with the
it
seven farmers received bronze
derstanding you must like the way
ng
weighi
are
you
or
litters
certificates for
quickly allays the cough
back.
money
your
days
have
175
to
when
over 1,700 pounds
Wax candles burn slowly and
old. Twelve other farmers had last as long if chilled in the
1,tis
litters that weighed 1,181 to
refrigerator several days before for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchi
926 pounds each.
they are lighted.

FALSE TEETH
Do (also teeth drop. Blip or wabble
when you talk, eat, laugh or sneeze?
by
Don't De annoyed and embarraued
such handicaps. FASTEETH. an elks..
on
line (non-acid) powder to sprinkle
your plates, keeps false teeth more
firmly net. Glees confident feeling of security and added comfort. No gummy.
gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Get VASTEETH today at any drug store.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

CREOMULSION

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Washington County
Flocks Profitable
A net profit of $420 in 11
months from a flock of 84 New
Hampshire hens was made by
Mrs. Cecil Stallings, Washington
county, who has kept a careful
poult:y record. The hens averaged 195.5 eggs. Expenses were
$353.73.
12-month
Other outstanding
records of demonstration flocks
were reported by Farm Agent
Troll Young. Mrs. Ray Coconougher has a flock of 80 White
183
Leghorn which averaged
eggs per hen. Her profits were
$288.76 above expenses of $259.09.
Mrs. Malcolm Stump, whose
flock of 72 Rhode Island Reds
averaged 170.6 eggs, made a profit of $287.92. Feed costs were
$262.48.
Mrs. John I. Brewer's record
book shows that her flock of
83 White Rocks averaged 179.5
eggs per hen, to make a profit
of $269.59. Feed costs were
$277.58.

Each beautiful piece of our Christmas
lselection has been chosen with meticu
For
ous good taste and loving care.
ary to
more than ever before it is necess
will add
choose only those things that
Listed beto the pleasure of fine living.
outstanding
low are some of our most
outstanditems from a store famous for
States...
ing gifts throughout the United

Glenford Hood, 4-H'er in Oldham county, worked about 1,400
hours in his labor project to
errn more than $500.

e silver,...
Fine new pieces of antiqu
... rare pacovered dishes ... candelabra
... gracesets
desk
pier mache boxes and
... unusual picful crystal appointments
... cunning figutures in fine old frames
English cerrines in Lenox, Spode and
... distinguished
amics ... Herb Farm sets
costume jewelpieces of cleverly crafted
... and hun... eggnog bowls and cups
ry.
treasures obtaindreds of thrilling new
able only at Cayce-Yost.

We suggest that you
select gifts for your
friends in other sates
as early as possible.

Cayce-Yost Co.
STREET
912 SOUTH MAIN

increased
health of our nation is reflected in its greatly
The importance of good, fresh milk to the
by reumed
cons
being
the enormous quantities
use during the past quarter century and by
turning service men.
price, thus
this essential food at the lowest possible
We feel a definite responsibility to provide
making it available for all.
high, there
s paid workers have reached an all-time
While prices paid dairy farmers and wage
has been no increase in the price of milk.
g the war. Outeconomies in distribution enforced durin
This has been made possible by strict
quite genevery -other-day delivery plan ...a plan
standing among these economies was the
readily
eton
Princ
of
one to which the milk consumers
erally adopted throughout the nation and
adjusted themselves.
course, for
-day deliveries of milk—Pasteurized, of
every
t
permi
now
tions
condi
glad
are
We
_
_
Health's sake. -

OUT OF THIS
WORLD
Turn to the
Capitol Theatre
advertisement
on page 3

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

Phone 161

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
William H. Stout At
Gets Army DiSchssge
T-5 Freeland D. Pruett, Short San Francisco Base
street, was honorably discharWilliam H. Stout, chief maged from the Army at Ft. Knox chinist's mate, USN, has returned
last Thursday.
to San Diego, Calif., after serving with an underwater demoliJesse Deboe Discharged
tion team. The unit saw action
Jesse Deboe, Route 1, has been at Augaur Island, Leyte, Linghonorably discharged from the gayen Gulf and Iwo Jima.
naval service at Great Lakes,

Tommy Stone, USN, Is
Discharged Dec. 7
Tommy Stone, MME, first
class, son of Mrs. Georgia Stone,
was honorably discharged from
the Navy December 7 at Brooklyn, N. Y. He has been in service
nearly 4 years, and overseas
more than 2 years. His wife accompanied him to his home
here.

Eugene Cook Honorably
Discharged At Great Lakes
Eugene D. Cook, PHM3c,
Route, 3, was among Kentucky
men honorably discharged from
the naval service December 10,
at Great takes,

Out Of Army
Pic Winfred E. Sigler, Route
1, was honorably dischaiged
from the Army at Ft. Knox
Herman •R. Mitchell, Sl-o, Friday.
USNR, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Mitchell, Young street, is enComing Home For
route home. Mitchell is one of
Naval Discharge
1650 high-point Navy veterans
Herinan R. Mitchell, CM1c, son
whom the "Magic Carpet," famed
of Mr. Luther Mitchell, Princeton,
naval fleet, is bringing back
enroute home aboard the USS
to the States aboard the U. S. is
the "Magic
S. Fremont. He will be dis- Hornet, a part of
Carpet" fleet. He will be honorcharged on his return.
ably dischared when he reaches
the States.

Herman R. Mitchell, USNR
Is Riding "Magic Carpet"

Navy Releases Two

Byron Egbert, S2C, Green
street, and Charles J. Jones, S. Navy Discharges Three
Jefferson
street, have
been Caldwell County Men
Discharged At Ft. Knox
Jesse C. Miller, ART2c, S.
Pvt. James E. Cayce, Route honorably discharged from the
Jefferson street; Sylvester Sims,
3, and Pvt. Wilson M. West, S. Navy at Great Lakes, Ill.
Cave street; and John D. Cullen,
Harrison street, were among
among
EM3C, Fredonia, are
Kentucky men honorably dis- Honorably Discharged
charged at Ft. Knox last week.
William
B. Thomas, SIC, Kentucky men discharged from
Princeton, and Albert 0. Killion, the naval service at Great Lakes,
S1C, Eagle street, have been Ill. Friday.

Sgt. Virgil Lamb Out

z
.
fgt Virgil Lamb, Princeton, honorably discharged from the
has been honorably discharged naval service at Great Lakes,
front the Aran,y..,Ft. Kw,x. _
nL

Lieut. Col. Robt. L. Putman
On Terminal Leave
rAtiwan,
Lieut_col.

Scheduled To Meet Kuttawa Lyons Tonight
With Two Sick
Butler High's basketball Tigers
dropped their first game of the
season to the Trigg County cagers last Friday night, 42 to 34,
on the home court. Leading by
a comfortable margin at the end
of the half, the Tigers went .haywire when Morgan suffered an
eye injury and were beaten in
the last quarter.
Tuesday nigh t's scheduled
game with Eddyville Tigers was
cancelled by mutat agreement,
due to flu among members of
both teams and icy condition
of the highway, Coach Russell
Goodaker said.
The Tigers are due to meet the
larruping Kuttawa Lyons, at
Kuttawa, tonight. Franklin and
Martin will not be available for
this contest, both being confined to their home with influenza, Mr. Goodaker said. This is
the last scheduled gime before
the Caldwell-Lyon County Tournament, January 3, 4 and 5, at
Kuttawa.

Starting January 1, 1946 I will operate my

At this season of the year ous
minds turn toward Christmas and

hope that yours provides a lull
portion of happiness this holiday
season. To one and all—we wisk
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Don't take chances on
held 7 P.M. Thursday, Decem- starting these cold mornber 27th, 1945. Annual report of ings.

we celebrate at Christmas, prevail at this'
time when the world looks to the enjoyment
of peace and contentment!

officers and election and installation of the new officers. Supper to be served 6 P.M. by the
ladies of the O.E.S. Brothers
take notice. Visiting brothers
welcome.
Ira C. Glover, Master.
G. W. Towery, Secretary
2t

And as the Star of Bethlehem lighidt
way to the manger, so today the faith
1
our hearts will lead us to the fruits of our.
hard-won Victory.

The yule log had its beginning
in Sweden, when at Jul or Yule,
guests originated the custom of
bringing a log and carrying it
into the house with them when
they visited.
_44

_1,

_A _A

J.

COMBINATION welding (portable type) for building and
repairing machinery, For use,
—see—torprnie Travis
.4 Kuttawa,
4tp
Ky. Phone 3782.
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Only $6.75 up
FOR MOST CARS

Home Owned and Operated by

•

'ously bee
ber of s

ding te
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Blackerby
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RADIO BATTERIES—AB packs
and 45 volt B's. Complete
radio service. Carl's Radio Ser-

divorc
day pass
informa
' out the
wing t
were p
reque

On Christmas Eve, behold the sight;
A single star is burning bright,
With silver rays, to point the way.
To warmth and love on Christmas Day.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Termites are a serious problem in all but the northernmost section of the country.
TERMINIX Licensees, with
offices in more than 200 cities
serve the 36 states most heavily infested with termites.
Use TERMINIX
Inspection
Service.

JOE P. WILCOX

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 260

Phone 212

Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminix Corporation

Last Call For Santa Claus at all Red Front Stores!!
Tons and tons of Oranges, Nuts, Candies, in limited quantities, Apples, Cocoanuts, Bananas, in limited quantities, Grape fruit, California Grapes, beautiful Baskets and Satchels,
Waste Baskets, Clothes Hampers, hand painted Chairs for the kiddies, Holly Wreaths, Christmas Trees and hundreds of other things to make Santa Claus' visit a complete success.

„4, 4,,4,

Sweet Florida Oranges, all sizes, pound 7,8 pound bag 50,20 pound
bag $1.39, 40 pound bag $2.75 and Bruce box $5.50
Nothing finer or better for a Christmas present.

An Excellent Assortment

JUMBO GEORGIAS,

MIXED NUTS, bulk, pound 39f

PECANS,
FRUIT

pound

bulk,
Gay Nineties

CAKES, 2 lb packed in tin
Most delicious, Southern 2% lb. $1.25 ,

No. 1 —4-room house; full size basement;
city lights and water; garage; other out-buildings all in good repair; large lot; good garden.
Located near Princeton Hospital; black-top road.
Immediate possession. Priced for immediate

TEXSUN GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE
Nile Brand California

PEACHES,

No. 21
/
2 can

Loving Cup Coffee,

23g.

CHAIRS! CHAIRS

HOMINY GRITS,

1 pound bag 21V,

For little boys and little girls,

No. 2 —4-room house near shirt factory;
city lights and water; newly papered; good repair:44
10d —

large 46 oz. can

QUAKER

'The coffee with the wonderful flavor

May this Christmas be a season of-good
cheer, friendliness, and hopes fulfilled.
May the unsuppressable mirth of eager
youngsters, the crackling warmth of the
early Yule log, and the intigorating scent
of holly and pine, make this Yuletide a
truly pleasureable one for you, your
families, and your friends.

each

$1.39

package

9
3 pound bag 5(

CAKES,

bulk,

Beautiful Canadian Spruce
with holders

ENGLISH

Christmas Trees, .
ea 49¢ to $1.69

WALNUTS,

pound

(No. 1 quality)

bulk

pound 41(

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Celery, Head Lettuce, Fresh Tomatoes, Cucumbers,
Peppers, Cauliflower, Carrots, Beets, Spring Onions and so forth.

Bell

.0

pound 5(

pound
SWEET POTATOES
to all.
look forward to pleasing you again in 194. Happy New Year
_

9(

Chocolate Marshmallow

FANCY PORTO RICAN
.bv: wish to thank you for your patronage during the past year, and

Extra good 275-acre farm; good improvements and location.

every

•

FOR
SALE — 5-room
house,
lights and water. Close to
graded school bldg. Property
in good condition. S. Jennings,
204 Mitchell St.
ltp

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
hold a called meeting 7 P.M.
Saturday, December 22nd, 1945
to confer the third degree.
St. John's Day meeting will be

May the teachings of Him whose !DIA-di-it

ipd

FOR SALE -One brand new
500-pound cream separator,
$101. Princeton Lumber Company
ltc

Masonic Meetings

l

"a Merry COsistmas."

Try adding those two or three NEW TIRES—Just received a
slices of haeon taNtaisp ahr9dded —.supply of Firestone Tires. J.
cabbage with mayonaise and D. Hodge, Princeton Auto
seasoning to taste. The bacon
lt
Sales. Phone 87.
gives the cole slaw a smoky tang
Modern
f
o
r
rent.
BEDROOM
that is delicious. Be sure the baconvenience. Mrs. R. D. Farmcon is cooked slowly until crisp,
ltp
er, 417 E. Main.
then drain and crumble it over
the salad ind toss.
wristLOST — Ladies' E1gii
watch in basketball gym. FindPfc James Williams
er, please call at Mitchell
At Naples, Italy
Plumbing Co., for liberal reMr. and Mrs. R. A. Williams,
ltp
ward.
Plum street, have received word
that their son, Pic James WilPROTECT your new chair from
liams is stationed at Capo Duchimoths for only 25c a year.
no Airdrome, Naples, Italy, with
One spraying of Berlou stops
the Army Air Corps CommuniMoth damage for 5 years or
ations System.
Berlou
pays the
damage.
Walker's Ddug Co.

S-Sgt. William "Bill" Newsom,
Camp Butner, N. C., is on an
eight-day furlough visiting his
wife, the former Jane Williams,
and other relatives.

Health

all that it means. Christmas
should be a time of joy and we

Highland Avenue, has been
placed on terminal leave, after
which he will revert to inactive
status in the Army. Colonel
Putman recently returned from
18 monthS' duty in India and
China and is here with his
wife.

Sgt. Bill Newson Home
From Camp Butner, N. C.
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
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TALENTED MARKSMAN

NOW ON DISPLAY AT

Card Of Thanks

Princeton Lumber Co.
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COME
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AND
SEE
IT!

ed in tin $1.
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package

gnaw)
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Cucumbers,
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Princeton Boy
Goes To Annapolis

• FIRST
1946 RADIO!

es

pound bag
low
pound

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, December 20,
1945

Washington — (.(P) — Rep. Noble J. Gregory (D.-Ky.) has announced appointment of William
ealth Head Says ProJ. Ryan, Paducah, and Robert
osal Has Backing
William Clement, Marion, to
West Point.
f Numerous Groups
The Kentucky representative
n Kentucky
also announced the appointment
embers of the Kentucky
of Vernon Alexander Hopkins,
ty Clerks Association wer
Paducah, R ober t Daugherty
ed by J. F. Blackerby,
Whitsea Fulton, and James Wal• th Department director of
ker Lisanby, Princeton, to Annastatistics, to consider a propolis. Lisanby is at present pre1 for a three-day waiting
paring for Annapolis at Columod between issuance of a
bia Military Academy, Columbia,
riage license and marriage
Tenn.
mony.
As alternates for Ryan, Greddressing the group at the
gory named Harry Tandy and
ual meeting in Louisville,
John William Jones, both of
ckerby also proposed a cenPaducah, ;n that order. Alterized registration system to
James W. Lisanby
nate,s_ior Clement_were Joe_BilL
•'re- marriages and'drvorces
Clement and William Glenn Mcthe State.
Connell, both of Marion, and
laring the marriage wait- Sgt. Juliet Pepper
Thomas Sigler Croft, Tolu.
period is supported by nu- Ends Furlough Home
Alternates for Lisanby were
ous groups in Kentucky and
Juliet Pepper, WAC, has reHilbert Eugene Nace and Ernest
t every adjoining state has turned to Fitzsimmons
General
Bell Lockwood, both of Padua statute, he said the pro- Hospital,
Denver, Colo., after
cah, and Charles Smith Melton, SHOOTS DUCK WITH
1 was not presented pre- a furlough with
CROSS-BOW—C. G. Wilson looks over
her parents, Mr.
sly because of the large and Mrs. C.
a duck after he shot it with a cross-bow during a hunting trip
A. Pepper, Franklin Hopkinsville.
servicem
ber of
en and others street. She was
Ryan, 20, is the son of Mr. near Mound City, Mo. Wilson,
recently prowho designed and made the how
'ding temporarily in Ken- moted to
rank of sergeant and and Mrs. P. H. Ryan, of 1921 by hand, bagged the bird in flight. The bow has a 100-pound
y in recent years.
Kentucky
avenue,
and
a
nephew drawing weight. (APak Wirephoto)
serves as secretary to the chief
ow," he said, "it is apparent surgeon
of Carl Sparks, Princeton. He
there.
t outsiders will come into
enlisted in the Army in March, Card Of Thanks
Hickman 4-H Boys
tacky for the sole purpose ly from lawyers settling estates, 1943, shortly before he was graWe wish to express deep Make
marriage, because our laws arranging divorces and other le- duated with highest honors from
Big Records
gratitude to our many friends
more lax." He added other gal matters, he said.
Records of three Hickman
St. Mary's academy, class of and neighbors
for
their
kind
es have protested delay of
county 4-H Club members, winThis takes in names of indi- 1943. His high marks gave him
sympathy during the recent
on in Kentucky, causing viduals who were also blamed a 4-year scholarship at
Notre bereavement in the death of ners in their district of nine
*r• citizens to evade the laws by Blackerby for confusing em- Dame university.
counties, show how they helped
Mrs. Jane Brown. Wee also
home states by Kentucky ployes of his office in making
thank you for the lovely floral produce food during the past
ringes.
summer, says Farm Agent Warcopies of birth certificates.
offerings. May God so console
lackerby declared, "There is
ren Thompson.
"Frequently," he said, "a cer- Livestock Market
you in your hour of grief.
eat need for a centralized tificate is sent to us showing
Sales on the Princeton LiveH. C. Sams, Jr., farm labor
The Children
ern of registering marriages the name of a child as the par- stock market Monday were steady
champion, worked 2,704 hours
divorces, because hardly ents planned, then they change with a week ago, it was reNew York—AP---A 14-year-old oyes. a 12-month period. For
ay passes without requests their minds and call 'the child a ported by Brad Lacey, manager.
and three 13-year-old friends, more than six months, he had
information on marriages, different name. Sometimes a Total sold was 717. Baby beeves
injured when the chemical they complete charge of a herd of
out the inquiring persons nickname is subititutsg, by topped at $15.50; No. 1 veals,
were pouring into capsules ex- 25 dairy cows, distributing milk
wing the counties where which a boy is known through- $16.50; and hogs, $14.45.
All fat ploded in a Brooklyn apartment to retail customers before school.
were performed.
out life, further complicating hogs, 140 pounds and up, sold said they
were "making atom During vacation, he grew and
e requests come particular- matters.
harvested a large amount of
at ceiling prices.
bombs."
small grain and • red clover
• 4
41 _4 4„.
d 4 4
,Aj 4 A
4 1,
seed.
W. A. Jewell, Jr., garden
champion, produced a garden
200 by 200 feet, growing 63
varieties
of vegetables. His
mother canned approximately
550 quarts of vegetables, and
then they stored about 30 bushels of potatoes, peanuts, carrots,
turnips, cabbage and beets. The
boy worked almost 1,000 hours
during the season.
Champion in the beef project
was Charles Hancock, who owns
three Angus cows with calves
and four steers. Charles also
helped his father care for a registered herd of 60 head.

bag 50, 20 pou
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Butler High Graduate
Gets Navy Appointment

COME
IN
AND
SEE
IT!

5-Tube Superheterodyne - AC and DC
Built-In Antenna and Ground

1

Stalk

Princeton Lumber
Company
Seminary St.

Phone 260
I,

•
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Game And Fish
Commission Wants
Changes In laws

In recognition of his efforts
to promote better relations between North and South America, Tom Wallace, native of CritWould Permit Legally
tenden county and editor of The
Possessed Game To Be
Louisville Times, has been selected winner of the 1945 Maria
Kept In Frozen
Moors Cabot Award by the GraFood Lockers
duate School of Journalism of
Frankfort, Dec. 11—Lowering
Columbia University, Nqw York
of the bag limit on quail to 10
Cit.
from the present 12, and a quail
Tiro South Americans —Franand rabbit season running from
cisco de AsSis Chateaubriand,
November 20 to January 10, ineditor of Diarios Associados in
stead of the present dates, Nov.
Rio de Janeiro, and Luis Teo10 through Dec. 31, will be refibo Nunez of El Universal in
commended to the State LegisCaracas, Venezuela — also relature which meets in January,
ceived awards for contributing
the Game and Fish Commission
to international friendship bevoted at its meeting here last
tween the Americas. Each was
Tom Wallace
week.
present-a-With—a silver plaque--Tile—eemmissioners .acted to.
Journal's
celebrate
d
Hen:
mounted on ebony.
co-ordinate their own thinking
Watterson
ry
.
The Columbia announcement
In 1926 he went to Europe at with ideas on law changes sugcited Wallace for his "internagested by the League of Kentional reputation as a vigorous the invitation of the Carnegie tucky Sportsme
n. All their acchampion of American journal- Foundation and wrote a series tion, it is emphasiz
ed, are only
of
articles
from
Mexico
the
folistic ideals. Because he has
recommendations to the Legislowing
year.
In
1941
he
and
maintained an alert interest in
lature, which must vote them
inter-American affairs since his Mrs. Wallace visited Guatemala into law before they
become
and
attended
the Pan-American
first journey to Mexico in 1927,
effective.
he is known personally to lead- Press Congress in Havana, where
A squirrel season from Aug.
ing editors and writers of the he was vice president of the 1 to Oct. 31, instead of the
United
States
Associati
on.
Western Hemisphere, who represent split season, and reducDespite his many and varied
spect him because he personifies
tion of the size limit on bass
activities,
71-year
-old Wallace "keepers" from 11
their concept of a good neighinches to 10
still finds time to manage his
bor", it continued.
inches, were also voted by the
158-acre farm at Prospect, and
commissi
Wallace is known throughout
on.
the country for his interest in often get's up at daybreak to
Present Kentucky law does
milk his dairy cows. For re- not
permit game to be kept in
inter-American relations and in
creation he takes long walks. food storage
conservation. The annual Tom
lockers beyond the
The
award
he has just won open season of the game in
Wallace Forestry sAward, sponis recognized annually as the question, and the
sored by The Courfer Journal,
commissioners
leading journalistic honor of the took action to recomme
The Louisville Times and Radio
nd that
Western Hemisphere.
legally taken and possessed
Station WHAS, is named in his
game may be kept in lockers
honor.
The island of Martinique is 90 days after the season ends.
Wallace was educated at
almost all mountainous.
Another law change recomSampson's Academy, Shelbyville;
The turnstone is one of the mended would return to the
Weaver's Business College, Louisgreatest wanderers of all shore Division the $5 which a conserville and Randolph-Macon. He
birds.
vation officer now receives as
started his newspaper career as
Jean Baptiste Lully (1633- a fee from costs imposed by
a
an editorial writer and drama- 1687)
was the author of "Au court upon game or fish violatic critic under the Courier- Claire de
Is Lune."
(Please turn to page 4 Section 2)
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WITH A PRETTY WAY OF
GOING ABOUT THE HOUSE
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Fredonia, Ky.
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For Immediate
Delivery On
• MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 700

And a pretty way of going about the town, too!
Colorful cottons, spun and printed rayons to wear
from dawn to dusk! Their gay colors brighten
'rioter days.. and make housework seem lighter.
too! Prints, and solid colors with embroi,1,
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J. Y. °Bannon
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Crittenden Native
Is Good Neighbor

*
$
4
0,

Allis-Chalmers
baler

pound

Wallace Wins Top
Journalistic Honor

o
lts se

OPA Approved Price

Ordersaccepted now forQuick Delivery.

Number 25

•0

Wm. M. YOUNG

*20.00
arn box,

I want to thank my neighbors
who came the night my barn
was destroyed by lightning, also
twenty-five head of livestock,
100 tons hay, 600 bu. corn and
over $1,000.00 worth of farm
tools, for their valuable assistance in preventing further loss
to adjoining property.
I also want to thank C. A.
Woodall, Insurance agent for
the promptness in the way he
handled the insurance claim,
which bears out his slogan, "We
stay and pay," as he was on the
scene before the fire was entirely out to make adjustment.
(Signed) Fred Joyce
Dycusburg, Kentucky

Model 507 Emmerson
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TOTS MARKED DOWN TO SELL
Sleepy Read Dolls
- - - $2.00
Lazy Baby Stuffed'
$1.50
Stuffed Bunny Dolls - - - $1.00
Boys Gun and Holster Sets - - 50c
Boys Double Holster Sets - - $1.00
Many other items to choose from at a
reduced price. Don't Wait!

,
Thursda , December 20, 19
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Farm Leaders Split
On Parity Formula
Washington—A rift has occured within congressional farm
leadership ranks on the bill by
Rep. Pace (D-Ga.) to put the
increased cost of farm labor into
the farm parity price formula.
Rep. Hope of Kansas, senior
House Agriculture Committee
Republican, has announced his
opposition to the Pace bill. He
said, "It would be the worst
thing that could happen to the
farmer. It would result in control and regimentation of the
farmers the like of which we
have not seen."
Parity is a price for farm
commodities deemed to give
farmers a purchasing power equivalent to some past favorable
period, usually 1909-14. Economists estimate Pace's bill would
raise wheat parity from $1.55
a bushel to $2.02, cotton from
21.7 cents a pound to 28.4 cents,
and corn from $1.12 a bushel to
$1.47.
The House Agriculture Cornapproved the Pace bill
'inianfKousIg- while Hope was in
Europe with the House Postwar
Planning Committee, Republicans
and Democrats joined in approval. The bill has been held from

fli

Hopkinsville

Ae0,
icarson

W

for

omen's
ear

incorporated

exclusively yours

the House floor by the Rules
Committee. Pace says he Les
not expect action until next
year.
Hope made known his opposition upon his return from
Europe.
"Take the cotton farmer,' he
told newspapermen. "It would
be the worse thing that could
happen to him. In the first
place it would stop all exports
unless the government put out
billions in export subsidies.
"Such a big price increase
would cut down domestic consumption by putting cotton at
a competitive disadvantage with
rayon and other fibers. It would
delay but it could not stop the
inevitable mechanization of cotton production, such as the development of the mechanical
picker and flame thrower cultivation.
"In the case of wheat it would
mean either huge subsidy payments or loss of the export
market altogether, as well as
some decrease in domestic consumption. Many persons' not
growing wheat would_ jux,ito
wheat riioduction.
"The inevitable result for cotton and wheat farmers would
be severely restricted production. We can say the same thing
for all crops on which we have
billions and billions of dollars
and bring regimentation, and the
farmer probably wouldn't realize
as much from his crop as he
now does.
('What I think we ought to
do is try and hold what we have
during the war. We
gained
should work out some reasonable basis on which we can
keep agriculture as far as possible at price levels it now enjoys.
"As a matter of fact, the present parity formlua does include
computations of increased labor
the cost of the things the
costs, as labor is reflected in
farmers buy."

1911-1915 Allure, Metropolitan Ills
insurance statistics show.

For the purposes of taking in.
ventory and rearranging stock
our yard will be closed and no
deliveries made the week of December 24th to December 29th.
The office will be open from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. during the same
period.

New York—AP—There's room
in New York's commuting area
for 16,500,000 people in addition
to the 12,330,000 now resident
there, according to the Regional
Plan Association. The area extends from 30 to 45 miles from
Times Square and covers 2,860
square miles.

A broom that is sprinkled oc
casionally with a little kerosene
resses Roll
will gather dust more easily.
Warsaw—AP—Despite a rigid
There are more than 600 speVenezuela's government censorship, Warsaw's
cies of wood in
press is having a mushroom
forests.
growth. In the past six months,
'ofive dailies, 15 weeklies and 20
monthlies have appeared. Eighteen others appear irregularly.

i

DAWSONS DRUG STORE

FAMOUS DISCOVERY
acts fast on the kidneys
—to ease painful bladder irritation
caused by excess acidity in the urine

FIGURES on U. S. food
'consumption and
mates for future by Dept.
of Agriculture in pounds,
par capita.

Nazis Pay Off
Fort Sheridan, Ill.— AP —
German war prisoners here did
work worth $6,620,500 during
the first 10 months, of 1945, the
Army says. Private contractors
paid the government $4,333,500
for POW labor, and the remainder of the work performed on
military installations.

14.1,11111•31101ttttt11061.118,1101111111

Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, Improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infeetion—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They Sr. apt to become
over-taxed and tail to filter excess acid
and other impurities from the tile-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache. dlasinem, getting up nights,
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other sign.
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning. scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doon's Pill.. Dorm's help the
kidneys to pass off harmful exams body
waste. They have had more than hell a
public approval. Are remits
century
mended Ly !grateful mete everywhere.
Ask goer nsighbor I

DOAN'S PILLS

no

to
'neutraliz era
cricomplet instructions.

We have ample supply of Fireworks and
Christmas Cards

.1; 4/ .11

•Each kit contain, 3 tall "kg,

rzactsuamci,
g a`e
r"
6
d tube...
'Lion

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

•IIISMNINMORI

From the time of her laun
in 1797 up to 1850, repairs on
frigate Constitution, "Old In
sides," which originally c
$302,719, amounted to $495,238
56 numeral cards.
Milk should be kept cold
in the dark so that it will
its vitamins.

AT /T.AL/1 4;.l;

Phalan 211
Princeton. Ky.

Also wrappings, seals and cards.

S. Seminary & I.C.R.R.

Wide Open Spaces

John E. Young Agt

Cards-5¢ and 10¢

Princeton
Lumber Co.

GEN. EISENHOWER SEES BYRNES OFF FOR RUSSIA—Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, (left)
army chief of staff, bids Secretary of State James F. Byrnes off for Russia at National airport, Washington, D. C., as the diplomat headed for a conference of Big Three foreign ministers
on control of the atomic bomb to be held at Moscow. (AP Wirephoto)

Giovanni Pierluigi de Palestrina, the composer, took his
name from the town of Palestrina, where he was an organist
in the church of San Agapito.
Approximately one-quarter of
the Wage ancl salary workers in
the United States were covered
by collective bargaining agreements before the war.
It is estimated that 1943 library
book circulation in the United
States amounted to about four
books for every person in the
nation.
Ralph Page, a World War I
U. S. production of aviation
pilot, flew the first coast to coast gasoline and toluene rose from
air mail service of the Post Of- 19,000,000 barrels in 1941 to 196,fice Department in 1920.
000,000,000 barrels in 1944.
To fly gasoline via the airline
over the "Hump" across the
Himalayas from India to China,
ALA;

IWO hen/

MONEY
70 "Winterize"
YOUR CAR!
U you need cash to put
your car in good shape lor
cold weather driving, phone
or see us about a loan. W.
advcmce money to both
men and women for this or
any other useful purpose.
Prompt service!

Intersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky

Michophotographic libraries of
several thousand volumes have
been shipped to China under the
cultural program of the U. S.
Department of State.
Trade Union memberships in
the United States and Canada
rose from less than •3,000,000
workers to about 12,000,000 between 1933 and 1943.
American railroads moved
nearly 43,000,000 members of the
armed forces in organized groups
from Pearl Harbor through August 1945 .
U. S. railroads in the first 40
weeks of 1945 transported more
car loads of grain and grain
products than ever before on record for any corresponding period.

Thousands Sr. thanking DR. KILMER'S
SWAMP ROOT for helping them to remove th• cause of needless "getting up at
nights". For this pure herbal medicine.
originally created by • practising pliy•iclan, acts quickly to Inceeeee the flow of
urine ... helps relieve backache, run-down
meting, uncomfortable symptoms of
bladder irritation. SWAMP ROOT is •
scientific preparation. A combination of
carefully blended lierb•, rootc veget•bles,
bals•ms. A bsolatel y -lathing harsh or
habit-forming when you use Dr. Kilmer'•
ert
medicine. Ju•t gItod ingredient• that
fast to bring you new comfort!
I
TODAY
sample
prepaid
Send for free,
Like thousands tif others you'll b• glad
that you did Send mime and address to
Department C, (Cursor & Co., Inc.. Box
1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at mica. All druggists seU Swamp Root.
011,

••

Our ChTistrhas prayer this
year is for a lasting peace
and the safe And early return of all our loved ones.

Wood & McElfatrick
.11.1,19.,99SilltQn.49.111
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gifts':..'
* BILL FOLDS *
'r•O

* LUGGAGE k

* WRIST WATCHES *
* FOUNTAIN PENS *
* BIBLES * TOYS * BOOKS * GAMES *

* LAMPS * STATIONERY * PICTURES

GENERAL ELEURIC Arizona
Electric Heater Portable Type,
1320 watts . . . . $8.65
A.
LISChristmas carols once again fill the air with the spirit
offriendliness and good will, we join.in the chorus to wish
, los and 'ours a wry Merry Christmas, with the sincere

25 for $1.00

GIFT WRAPPINGS
TAGS
CARDS

Including Your Name

SEALS RIBBONS

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Small Hot-Plates, white enamel finish, covered unit • • • $3.95
A and B Battery Packs . . $5.95

CORNETTE'S
STATIONER

S

HOPHINSVILLE---

MELVIN FitIALICK
Mgr. Market St. Red Front Store
•

C

•

•

5, at

a

Al • • • • •
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A Million Weeks;
A Million Dollars

Poles Ask Medicine,
Get Vinegar Instead
Warsaw—AP—Doctors in Poland are having a tough time.
They receive only 1,000 zlotys
monthly pay in government jobs,
and have little with which to
work.
The Warsaw-Bialystok medical council requested the government to urgently send a supply
of antiseptics, disinfectants and
dressings.
The ministry of supply answered by sending each doctor
one bottle of vinegar, one-half
package of corn-coffee and a
small packet of washing powder.

Lunenburg. Maas--(/P)---A Miss
Putman, who taught school in
Lunenburg in 1827, didn't get
rich on the job, for she was
paid only $10.50 for 10 weeks—
and even as late as 1851, a dictionary apparently was a rare
and valuable item, according to
old records discovered here.
The secretary's record of a
meeting of the committee of
School District No. 7 in 1861
shows that the thrifty town fathers were taking no chances.
They "voted to have a drawer
in the teacher's desk enlarked
and made a suitable repository
The black back gull may re- for the dictionary belonging to
quire four years to attain ma- the district."
turity, but sometimes lives to
the century mark.
Over half of U. S. 1941 motor
It is estimated that the averwas on the 10 percent of
traffic
age number of school years comthe roads made up of city streets.
pleted by city children is 8.7;
In 1786, a year before the U.
the average for country children
S. Constitution was drafted, some
7.7.
Philadelphia printers struck for
a $6 a week wage.
basic metal content."
There are some 44,000 lightThat basic metal content consists of aluminum (70 per cent of ning flashes all around the earth
a military plane), steel, lead, on an average day.
To make one inch of rain over
copper and magnesium. But the
extraction of these valuable me- the state of Illinois would take
tals will have to wait the man- four billion tons of water.
New Zealand became a domMAN GENERAL TO STARE FOR EXECUTION — American soldiers tie German Gen. An- power which will make economice1,bbrc4ine methods pos- iniest-4 the British Empire in
Dostler to-a stake_ at Averse, Italy, in preparation for his execution by a firing squad
1907.
his conviction by a military tribunal. A chaplain reads last rites. (AP Wirephoto from sible.
Li corps)

enjoyed a happy reunion in America's peacetime Army and
honor of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Navy, the use of present miliDenham who was here on a tary planes probably will be
limited. Says Symington's revisit from Denver, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick port:
were guests of Mrs. W. M. "The fear of airpower strategists is that taxpayers, seeing
Cartwright Thursday night.
Mrs. Luther Hays is recovering thousands of surplus warplanes
parked on airfields, all over the
from flu.
will ask, 'why not use
country,
and
Mr.
of
home
new
The
and Mrs. R. B. Cook, of
e these planes before we buy
eton, were here last week- Mrs. Edd Burgess, Hopkinsvill
road, has been completed and more?'
Asiting relatives.
"They (air strategists) believe
n Bob McGowan of US they are now occupying same.
the key to enforcing the peace
ies has recently been here
and insuring against future atirlough visiting his mother, What It Means
tacks lies . . . in a relatively
Chas. Denham.
small air fleet of superior firsts. Chas. Denham, who has
line combat and transport planes,
spending the summer and
one-fourth of which are replaced
By J. Frank Tragle
months here on her farm,
annually."
probpostwar
n—A
Washingto
in
home
her
to
returned
As for taking the planes alem with a reverse twist is the
in, Ill., for the winter.
them in none Denham family recently mass unbuilding of America's part and using
aviation industries, manufacturat the home of William vast air fleet.
Assembly-line technique. may ers of everything from ash trays
am, Hopkinsville road, and
be the answer to this newer, dif- to farm machinery have told the
ferent problem of producing by Surplus Property Administration
that they could turn out better
tearing apart.
Most surplus military planes products by building parts from
are good for little more than the surplus planes.
A few uses have been found
junkpile. In the first place it
is too expensive to convert them for some aircraft motors (as
and
to civilian needs and too costly emergency power units)
but
to operate them after they are parts (in machine shops),
converted. Just because a bomb- the report adds:
,
er may resemble a commercial "Even after all the educational
iation denon-av
and
research,
that
mean
not
does
transport
have
it is economical to put it to mands for surplus aircraft
been met, there still will remain
in of gifts for you at work on a peacetime job.
Secondly, military men con- immense quantities ... Their
s, pottery, lingerie, sider
that it is as unwise to principal value lies in their
ul collection of cards store away present-day planes
for future military use as it
gifts.
would be to put aside a 1946
automobile for possible comFor those last-minute petition in the 1970 Indianapolis
races.
Says W. Stuart Symington,
Surplus Property Administrator,
in a report describing the airTy Christmas.
craft disposal program:
"The United States taxpayers
cannot expect to recover any
substantial portion of the 43 billion dollars invested in war aircraft."
Five Categories
"he Surplus Property Administration places aviation surplus
in five categories:
A. Tactical aircraft—fighters,
bombers and heavy trainers.
B. Transports—those suitable
for airlines and other civilian
transport needs.
C. Personal aircraft—primary
trainers, light planes and others
considered suitable for private
flying.
D. Components and parts—engines, propellers, instruments, accessories and spare parts.
E. Unabsorbed surplus—planes,
components and parts which can
be sold only as scrap, or which
have educational or non-aviation

Our deJicious turkey dinners will be served
as usual on Tuesday, Christmas Day — with all
the trimmings, with the good old-fashioned
Christmas spirit, at the same old price —
•

ROTHROCK'S CAFE
Phone 93

tectoitmeecteimitsvortmoctarctve

prayr

long toward peace
all the4cars of war,
work in comradeship
hat peace forevermore!

Surplus In The Air

e Xmas
rs

Our
Christmas

1-

rogram for this week-end
which school will be dist until first of January.
s Marie White, who has
employed the past few
is in Washington, D. C.,
eduled to arrive home next
for a visit with home
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FEATURED REGULARLY IN
• HARPERS BAZAAR
• VOGU1
•GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
• WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
• LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

No,they're her GRAND children"
Young, trim, charming ...anoth•r woman who's discovered Martha Manning's figure flattering fashions.
kcientifically designed in magic lines that disguise
plunds and wish•away years. Martha Monnings ors
sold exclusively by us in this city.

OLDNAMER'S

FEDERATED STORES

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

•.• and Wise Men
still follow the
Star of Peace

iza Nail

01-1017010111-7004
woreitgiteeme

MAS

ur Many

uses.
Since June, 1940, the United
States has produced more than
285,000 airplanes. How many
eventually will become surplus is
not known now. For one thing,
the postwar size of the American
armed forces has not yet been
determined.
Use Limited
But regardless of the size pt
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C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
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Established
1907

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur-
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THE c5T0eael
S
YOUR HEARTS AND BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME
men are groping their way into
the Atomic Age, engaged in the same
determined search for a lasting peace that
has inspired the noblest thinking of the
race. The thought was expiressed by
Joseph Conrad in these words: "What
all men are really after is some form, or
perhaps only some formula, of peace."
Lighting our path to international
amity, as it has for nineteen centuries, is
the Star of Bethlehem. Only when men
and nations stray from the guiding principles of human conduct given us by the
Saviour does war and bloodshed result.

ffroday

Wvnturk

Through countless windows the white
light offreedom shines in our blessed land.
We can reflect on how good it is to be
one of those who are still privileged to
keep Christmas as we have always kept
It, even as we extend our compassion to
parts
the victims of war's fury in other
of the world.
We are Americans. There is peace in
our hearts. Let our Christmas prayer be
a humble petition to a just God that He
bring all His children safe into the light
of His greatest gift—Peace on Earth,
Good will to Men.

lThlifirø ttimpnng
Incorporated

44I

Butler High News
There was a very festive occasion Thursday night at the
East Side gymn! Yes, it was our
Future Homemaker's Christmas
party. Twenty-five people were
present, not including the chaperones, Mrs. Mitchell Clift and
Mrs. Victor Tufford. Everyone
joined in singing Christmas carols and the party was concluded by the exchanging of gifts.
• • •
Butler was honored Friday
when Attorney General of Kentucky, Eldon S. Dummit, spoke
in chapel. The main thought in
his talk was: "Getting the most
out of school, to prepare for the
future." The Attorney General
was throughly enjoyed by every
B. H. S. student.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. . Watson
played host and hostess to the
Butler faculty at a gala Christmas party Monday night.
• • •
At last it is here! Yohi guessed it. Our Christmas vacation begins Friday and lasts until January 3. Since this is our last
column until after New Year's,
Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year!!

MEN'S WEARABLES must lu,ive a past to have a
future...The styling of all Cayce-Yost wearables
is based on established traditions or trends. It is a
fact that men's fashions ...even the newest
must have a past in order to have a future. Our
styling has Time on its side. This means that a
Christmas gift bearing a Cayce-Yost label will
endure in the affections of the recipient. You may
give a man a Cayce-Yost gift certificate secure
in the knowledge that anything he selects will
be right from a fashion standpoint.

NATIONAL SERIGRAPH SOCIETY

CAYCE-YOST GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE IN ANY AMOUNT ...ATTRACTIVELY
PRESENTED IN GIFT FOLDER ...REDEEM.
ABLE WITHIN TWELVE MONTH PERIOD.
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